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1. Introduction
In his monumental work on the origins of copyright1, professor Grosheide enumerates several
distinct rationales of the copyright system. For the sake of simplicity, I will list only the five
most important arguments:
a) The ‘personality’ argument: the work of authorship bears the personal imprint of its
maker; copyright (‘author’s right’) is a species of a right of personality.
b) The ‘natural law’ rationale: copyright reflects notions of natural justice. “Author’s rights
are not created by law but always existed in the legal consciousness of man”.2
c) Economic arguments: copyright protection promotes economic efficiency, by optimizing
the allocation of scare resources through the pricing system.
d) Social and cultural rationales: copyright acts as an incentive to create and disseminate
works that serve a valuable social or cultural purpose.
e) The freedom of expression rationale: copyright makes creators independent of Maecenas,
State or subsidy; copyright is the proverbial ‘engine of free expression’.
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Not surprisingly, most of these rationales presuppose that copyright vests in the author
(creator) of the work. This ‘natural’ allocation principle is, indeed, reflected in the general
rule that copyright originates with the originator of the work. In fact, in most countries of the
world, copyright is ‘author’s right’ by definition - if not by name.

What is surprising, then, is that in practice nothing much of this allocation principle remains.
Professional authors only rarely own the copyrights in the works they professionally produce.
This is true not only for the millions of intellectual workers producing works under
employment contracts, or otherwise ‘for hire’, but also for those truly independent creators the unsung heroes of the information age, the freelance authors.

In a pluralist society, the voice of the independent author, free from public or private
patronage, cannot be missed. Ideally, freelance authors do not produce their works to order
(like their colleagues employed in the information and entertainment industries), but create
‘on spec’ - often non-conformist, ‘non-commercial’ and controversial works. For these
authors to survive and prosper, and to produce the kind of ‘speech’ that makes the freedom of
expression worth fighting for, the ‘structural function’ of copyright is essential.3 Absent
subsidy or salary, copyright constitutes the only means of living the life of an independent
creator. In an information society increasingly dominated by media conglomerates sometimes
more powerful than governments, keeping this category of authors alive is vitally important.

But will they survive? In the shadows of the ‘copyright grab’ that is currently taking place at
the national, European and international political level, a massive confiscation of author’s
rights, possibly much more destructive to society, is taking place. Media concentration, media
convergence and the lure of multimedia product development have inspired media companies
all over the world to redraft their standard publishing or production contracts in such a way as
to effectively strip the authors of their pecuniary rights entirely. Authors have a simple
choice: sign away their rights, or starve.

This paper will examine the allocation of rights between independent authors and producers
from a mainly historical perspective - from the printing privileges of yesteryear, to the cynical
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‘buy-out’ practices of today. As we shall conclude, it is still not too late to take authorprotective action, or even legislative measures, as have been enacted in a number of mostly
European countries; but time is rapidly running out.

1. A brief history of copyright: from publisher’s right to author’s right

The evolution of European literary property from publisher’s right via copyright into author’s
right has been amply described in legal literature.4 Thanks to the printing privileges
(‘patents’) that were granted by the public authorities of pre-copyright days, the printerpublishers enjoyed strong, but short-lived monopolies in the ‘privileged’ editions they
produced. Inspired by emerging notions of natural justice, in the eighteenth and nineteenth
century the idea gradually become accepted that it were the creators, rather than the printers,
that deserved the protection of the law. At the same time, the emancipation of the bourgeoisie
that culminated in the French revolution signaled the end of the privilege system. Thus,
printing patent was replaced by copyright, an exclusive right of reproduction that originated
with the author of the work.

But the authors were hardly better off. Under the first copyright laws that emerged in
continental Europe, transfer of title to a manuscript automatically implied a grant of
copyright. As a result, author’s rights remained publisher’s rights in practice, until in the
second half of the nineteenth century the exclusive right was, at long last, made independent
of the manuscript. With that, the paradigm shift of copyright was complete, at least on paper.
Intellectual property was born; the printer-publishers had lost their privileges, apparently for
ever. In the future, for protection against pirates, competitors and other unauthorized users,
producers5 would be largely dependent upon the authors’ economic rights.

In the course of the nineteenth and twentieth century, the producers have managed to
overcome this legal catastrophe with remarkable ease. The panacea was ‘freedom of contract’.
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If the legislature had bestowed upon the authors certain exclusive rights, nothing prevented
the publishers from relieving the authors from their legal rights by contractual means. Indeed,
this occurred on a grand scale almost immediately,6 a practice made easy by most authors’
timid behavior vis-à-vis their publishers. Until well into the nineteenth century, many authors
considered it not done to benefit financially from the proceeds of their works. The true author
created gloria et fama, not for material profit.7 Untroubled by earthly matters, such as rights
and royalties, the relationship between authors and publishers often took on an almost idyllic
nature.8 The amount of the honorarium that a publisher would award his author, therefore,
rarely reflected the commercial success of the published book.9 For most writers, authors’
rights were merely moral rights; the pecuniary side of the coin began to prevail only much
later - with the advent of the ‘enterprising’ author. But even today, many authors still struggle
with the dilemma between mind and matter.10

The publishers, from their part, quickly discovered that their derivative legal position yielded
some unexpected benefits. Because the copyright laws now focused on the person of the
author, the term of protection followed the life of the author, plus an ‘alimony period’ to the
benefit of the author’s descendants. As a result, by acquiring the copyrights of the authors, the
publishers had in fact obtained a legal monopoly that far exceeded the duration of the former
printers’ privileges, or even the (neighboring) publisher’s right that European publishers
would lobby for, in vain, in the 1970’s and 1980’s.11
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Politically, the publishers and producers also drew substantial benefits from the copyrights of
their ‘partners’, the authors. Expansion of author’s rights proved to be a much easier ‘sell’
than the introduction of a purely capitalist publisher’s right. The authors were easily
persuaded to act as stalking horses for the producers;12 a practice that has continued until
today.13

2. Towards an equilibrium: the socialization and collectivization of copyright

However, the producers have never managed to deprive the authors from the one right that,
more than anything else, represents the ethical core of the droit d’auteur: the moral right. The
droit moral offered the authors at least a modicum of protection against abusive producer
practices, such as unauthorized first publication, incorrect crediting or mutilation of the work.
In some European countries, the moral right also provided the foundation for a number of
further reaching author-protective provisions. Both in Austria (1936) and Germany (1965) the
moral rights-inspired doctrine of ‘monism’ (economic and moral rights are two sides of the
same coin) led to the rule, still existing today, that copyrights cannot be assigned or
transferred.14 In the future, producers in these countries had to settle for licenses
(‘Einräumung von Nutzungsrechten’).

Thanks to the socialization of society that started to take effect late in the nineteenth century,
the authors’ legal position vis-à-vis the producers further improved. The Dutch Copyright Act
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of 1912 (‘DCA’) introduced the ‘purpose-of-transfer-rule’ (article 2 DCA).15 Whenever the
terms of a contract are unclear, the author is deemed to have assigned no more rights than are
required by the purpose of the contract. The parliamentary history of this provision, that has
served as a model for similar provisions in Germany and France, demonstrates that its
primary aim is to prevent “young and inexperienced” authors in their dealings with “cunning”
publishers from “rashly” giving away their copyrights.16

An even earlier example of socially inspired copyright contract law is the German
Verlagsgesetz (Publishing Act) of 1901. The Act, still valid today, contains a large number of
author-protective provisions, including an enumeration of rights that are not transferred by
contract. A weak point of the act is that its rules are not mandatory, and therefore may be
overridden by contract. Moreover, many of its provisions are now outdated. In practice, the
Verlagsgesetz no longer plays an important role.17

Moral and social considerations inspired the French legislature, on the occasion of the major
revision of the copyright law in 1957, to enact a whole range of detailed rules governing all
sorts of copyright contracts - mostly mandatory provisions. Some of the French rules are of a
general nature, and contain formal or material requirements that any copyright contract must
comply with. Thus, a deed of assignment or license must clearly describe the scope of
exploitation: media, goal, place and duration. Moreover, every copyright contract must
provide for a right to proportional remuneration of the author of the work.18 In addition, the
French law regulates contractual practices in certain specific sectors, such as publishing,
public performance, advertising, et cetera. Similar rules exist in many other European
countries, including Spain and Belgium.

The German Copyright Act of 1965 contains only a handful of general provisions on
copyright contracts - all mandatory. Licenses in respect of uses unknown at the time of
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contracting are null and void (article 31 § 4). In addition, the German law provides for a
purpose-of-transfer rule similar to the Dutch provision (article 31 § 5), a right of contract
revision in case of disproportionally low revenue (article 36; the so-called ‘bestseller
clause’), restrictive rules regarding the licensing of future works (article 40), and a right to
terminate a license in case of non-use (article 41). All these provisions are illustrations of the
principle that the author has a right to equitable remuneration for each and every form of
exploitation. As Professor Ulmer has stated, copyright in Germany has a tendency “to stay
with the author as much as possible”.19

In view of the wide range of author-protective rules currently existing in many European
countries, it comes as no surprise that nearly all cases concerning ownership of ‘electronic
rights’ (i.e. the rights to reuse works on CD-ROMs, web sites or databases) that have been
brought before European courts in recent years, have ended in convincing victories for the
authors. The courts did not accept the argument put forward by the publishers that the authors,
by agreeing to publication in printed form, had implicitly or tacitly consented to other,
electronic uses.20

Even the United Stated Copyright Act contains a few author-friendly provisions relating to
copyright contracts. The most important thereof is the ‘termination of transfers’ rule of
Section 203, which replaced the complex ‘renewal’ provisions of the 1909 Act. Pursuant to
this section, authors have the right to terminate a license or transfer after 35 years. The
termination right is not subject to waiver or transfer. According to legislative history, the rule
is aimed at protecting authors against unprofitable transfers, “because of the unequal
bargaining positions of authors, resulting in part from the impossibility of determining a
work’s prior value until it has been exploited.”21
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This gradual improvement of the authors’ legal position vis-à-vis the producers has not
merely resulted from legislative action. Even if less ‘naturally’ inclined to solidarity than their
fellow-oppressed, the workers, the authors, too, discovered that power rests in the numbers. In
some sectors, collective bargaining resulted in model contracts that were concluded with
organizations of producers.22 Especially in the common law countries (Great-Britain, United
States and Australia), where statutory rules on copyright contracts have remained particularly
rare, collective bargaining on behalf of authors has flourished.23 In various sectors of the
information industry, the unions or guilds have concluded collective agreements with
organizations of producers and exploiters. Interestingly, the American guilds, that are open
only to authors of works ‘for hire’, have succeeded in securing agreements detailing minimum
payments for all sorts of secondary uses, so-called ‘residuals’.24 Mangan refers to these
agreements as “a model of quasi-rights payments [...] which is in many ways derivative of the
copyright model.”25 In the audiovisual sector, these collective agreements even recognize
certain moral rights (still conspicuously absent from U.S. copyright law), e.g. rights of
‘rewrite’ (of scripts and scenarios) and proper crediting.26

True market power was finally achieved by the ultimate form of union: the establishment of
collective rights organizations. By ‘pooling’ their pecuniary rights in a jointly administered
corporation, the authors could now effectively impose their conditions of use upon the
producers, even more so after securing the support of the legislature. In many European
countries, collecting societies enjoy legal monopolies. Moreover, certain secondary rights,
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such as the rental right guaranteed by Council Directive 92/100/EEC, have been declared
unwaivable.27

But the authors had to pay a price for the spectacular successes of the societies. Efficiency
demanded that the authors unconditionally surrender their pecuniary rights, thereby enabling
the societies to offer blanket licenses to their clients (broadcasters, cable operators,
restaurants, etc.). Thus, the exclusive right degenerated into a right to remuneration. For the
same reasons, the societies discouraged the individual exercise of moral rights. For ever
striving for higher gross income, and increasingly in competition with foreign societies, the
rights organizations gradually began to resemble their traditional foes, the producers.
Internally, their mission was being undermined as well. Traditionally, the societies
administrated not only the rights of ‘real’ authors, but of other, powerful right holders as well
(e.g. music publishers). As a consequence, producers have always had an important say in
collecting societies’ administration and politics.

3. The rights war flares up

In recent years, the precarious equilibrium between authors and producers has been disturbed
once again, largely due to two interrelated factors: media concentration and media
convergence.

Media concentration
Both on the national and the international level, the number of independent media companies
of some importance has fallen dramatically in recent years. Acquiring rights to ‘content’ (e.g.
a complete film library or music catalogue) is an important impetus behind the tidal wave of
take-overs and mergers, that has reshaped the media landscape.28 Invariably, ‘synergy’ is the
magic word. Press releases never fail to optimistically predict, that the divisions of the new
mega-company will creatively impregnate each other, and that the company’s ‘content’ assets
will flourish as never before. In practice however, ‘synergy’ rarely happens. Because of the
‘targets’ that each individual division has to meet, there is no incentive to keep the entire
27
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chain of exploitation “in the corporate family”. According to Janine Jaquet, “selling movie
rights or book rights to the highest bidder is how you make money”. Synergy is “dead”.29

The media companies that have survived the wave of mergers and acquisitions are ‘global
players’, such as AOL/Time Warner/EMI, News Corp., Bertelsmann and Elsevier ‘multinationals’ oblivious to national borders and well-established local custom. Gone is the
enlightened gentleman-publisher of the good old days, the author’s intellectual partner and
trusted friend. Enter the ‘media mogul’, whose ‘stable’ of authors generate the copyrights that
feature prominently as capital on the company’s balance-sheet.30

In this process, the norms of the international media companies have gradually eroded to
reflect those of the United States, the dominant power in every segment of the information
industry. This phenomenon of ‘Americanization’ is painfully visible in the legal field. Media
companies grow large legal departments teeming with specialized copyright lawyers.31 The
producer-oriented copyright paradigm rules; simple copyright contracts balloon to telephone
directory-size proportions; and the ‘buy-out’, a relict of the bad-old days of American slavery
(according to Professor Nordemann), becomes the norm.32

Media convergence
“The seismic explosion of digitised information systems appears to drive myriad splinters into
copyright contracting”. Professor Cornish’s introductory words to the ALAI Conference in
Montebello (1997) have proven to be prophetic.33 Indeed, the digitalization of the
information industry has had, and is still having, far-reaching consequences for the law of
copyright contracts. In this process, media convergence plays an important role – a
development already begun in analogue times, but progressing at a dazzling pace through the
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digitalization of the production, distribution and consumption of information products and
services. The traditional borderlines between print publishing, sound recording, film
production, broadcasting and so-called ‘new media’ are rapidly evaporating. Having seen
their ‘natural’ (media specific) mission gradually disappear, producers are forced to redefine
their goals. Publishers, formerly ‘traders in printed matter’, have become ‘information
producers’ almost by accident. But what kind of information? And how to market it?

The publisher’s dilemma becomes a full-blown identity crisis as soon as he realizes that the
typography, reproduction and distribution functions that used to be essential to his trade, can
be performed by just about anybody - even by the authors themselves.34 The Internet is the
publisher’s ultimate nightmare: not only ‘global copying machine’, but also zero-cost, worldwide distribution channel. Suddenly, every author equipped with a modem and a PC can reach
out to an audience of hundreds of millions readers, viewers or listeners - without the
intervention of a publisher, retailer or other intermediary.

Bereaved of his traditional role, his mission and his identity, the desperate publisher clings to
his single remaining asset. He “contracts the work as raw matter for various [information]
products”. He acquires the rights in all possible media, because “at the time of contracting,
the publisher has no idea to what uses the work might eventually be put.” 35

So, once again, we see the total transfer of rights becoming standard business practice, not out
of necessity, not to facilitate enforcement, not for logistic purposes, not for reasons of
efficiency or legal security, but as a symptom of existential insecurity, because publishers
have no idea what the future has in store for them, and for the works created by ‘their’
authors. It is this same feeling of insecurity that explains much of the ‘copyright grab’36
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occurring today - the aggressive, almost paranoid lobbying for increased copyright protection
in the digital environment.

The multimedia publisher is a myth. Today’s publishers only rarely develop and exploit
products in all possible media. In practice, most right holders will prefer to grant (sub)licenses
for each individual medium to specialized companies. Most ‘paper’ publishers simply do not
possess the know-how they need to survive a ‘digital’ adventure. The Internet has its very
own dynamics; here, strange laws apply, such as ‘Dyson’s Dictum’: “Treat your on-line
content as if it were free.”37 Publishers attempting to simply transpose print-oriented business
models to the Internet do not stand a chance against a new breed of providers of innovative
information services. True, even in this digital mer à boire intermediaries have a role to play.
But this role has already been reserved - for the portals and search engines on the world wide
web.

What will be the author’s legal position in this world of multimedia? Perhaps, we can learn
the answer from the history of music publishing, a sector of the entertainment industry where
the separation of mission and media has happened in a much earlier stage - with the
introduction of ‘musical instruments’, such as the player piano and the phonograph, and later:
radio, tape recorder and CD. Music publishers traditionally acquire (nearly) all rights from
composers and song writers. What do they ‘publish’ in return? Surprisingly little. What music
publishers only rarely produce these days is sheet music, even if the wording of the average
music publishing contract suggests otherwise. Music publishers have remained publishers
only by name. They no longer publish, but administer and exploit the rights to their
‘libraries’, by granting licenses to record companies, and receiving monies from the collecting
societies.38

The music publisher is not a publishers, but an exploiter of rights - precursor of the new
generation of ‘multimedia producers’ that the digital era will breed.
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6. Authors as publishers

The rise of the Internet inevitably raises the question whether authors really need these
intermediaries. This question, too, has been asked before. More than two centuries ago, in
1772, a handful of prominent German authors (led by popular poet Friedrich Gottlieb
Klopstock39) shocked the literary society by proclaiming the Deutsche Gelehrtenrepublik.
This ‘Republic of Learned Men’ aimed at liberating the authors from the publishers’ chains
through a scheme of direct marketing; the authors’ works were sold directly to the readers on
a subscriber basis.40 Not surprisingly, the plan, that was largely inspired by frustration over
the publishers’ author-unfriendly copyright policies, failed. The authors could not duplicate
the distribution network that the publishers had rolled out. But politically, Klopstock’s
republic was a success; the urgent call for authors’ rights was soon answered by the German
lawmakers.41
The 20th Century has seen various attempts at author self-control. In 1919, Hollywood stars
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, together with director D.W. Griffith,
established the United Artists film studio. But even author-run enterprises such as these never
succeeded in making intermediaries entirely redundant.

For the successors of Klopstock and Chaplin, the Internet appears to be a dream come true.
Scientific authors, early adapters of the Internet, are particularly optimistic. Is ‘publishing
without publishers’ a realistic scenario? At the Institute for Information Law’s 1997
conference on ‘Copyright and Universities’, Professor Mackaay put the theory to the test.42
Mackaay predicts two publishing models to develop side-by-side: a market-based model for
marketable information products and services (e.g. commercial databases, periodicals,
treatises and monographs), and a non-commercial model for the rapid exchange of scientific
information. Indeed, the Internet has rapidly become the dominant medium of communication
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among scientists. Papers and drafts are being distributed through discussion lists, posted on
private or university-owned web sites, or distributed through e-print servers. In contrast,
‘refereed’ versions are formally published in print only many months later, to be directly
archived in libraries and other depositories.

For scientific authors and their employers (universities and research institutions), this parallel
universe of non-commercial publishing is an important reason to be very cautious in granting
rights of publication to commercial publishers. Scientific publishers, including some of the
learned societies, are notoriously greedy in acquiring as many rights as possible.43 It is
essential for freedom of scientific communication to survive and prosper that authors reserve,
at the very least, the right to publish their articles in electronic form – before or after formal
publication. University copyright policies that are currently being developed at many
institutions, should focus on preserving that freedom, and not be merely guided by pecuniary
considerations. To this end, universities might co-operate with publishers in developing
model publishing contracts that provide for only minimal grants of rights.

4. In Search of a New Equilibrium

It is one of the ironies of the Internet, that now ‘publishing without publishers’ is finally
becoming a reality, authors are forced to assign their rights to publishers and other producers
on an unprecedented scale. In the digital era, author’s rights have become the authors’ only by
name. The producers have run away with the rights, as in the early days of copyright. High
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time to change the course of history once again, and return the rights where they belong: with
the authors of works of literature, science and art.

Doesn’t the existing repertoire of remedies under private law provide sufficient protection?
Indeed, depending on the law applicable to the contract, several instruments available under
general contract law may protect authors against unfair provisions in copyright contracts:
- the principle of ‘fairness’ or equity, that may supplement, or even override, unfair
contractual terms in certain jurisdictions;
- rules prohibiting unfair terms in standard agreements, or unconscionable contracts; and
- provisions allowing the revision or rescinding of a contract if unforeseen circumstances
would make unaltered execution of the contract unjust.

However, even if authors might benefit from these rules in a given situation, general private
law suffers from a fundamental flaw: its normative content is minimal. Contract law does not
inform authors or publishers of the (un)reasonable nature of a specific contractual provision.
Authors with a grievance may take a publishers to court after the fact, but in practice will be
very hesitant to do so.

As we have seen, collective bargaining (on behalf of employed authors, or even ‘organized’
free lance creators) may restore the lack of balance in copyright contracting, and lead to a
more equitable allocation of rights among authors and producers. However, in some
countries, including the United States and Germany, freelance authors are barred from
collective bargaining for reasons of anti-trust law.44 Moreover, even absent such restrictions,
freelance authors are often hesitant to organize themselves in guilds or unions. Many authors
have elected to live the life of an independent creator not out of social or economic necessity,
but as a matter of principle. The independent author is an Einzelgänger, preferring total
freedom over the social straightjacket of employment, office hours and union. To protect
these, truly free creators against the unfair contractual practices of the producers, only one
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remedy suffices: legislative measures, that impose certain limits on the freedom of copyright
contracting.45

What measures would be appropriate? A lot can be learned from the rules on copyright
contracts presently codified in a number of European countries. Depending on local legal
tradition, legislatures might opt for a scheme of detailed, sector-specific provisions (e.g.
regarding publishing, broadcasting, advertising, etc.), such as those existing in France, Spain
or Belgium. Alternatively, legislatures more comfortable with ‘open’ rules might prefer
introducing a set of general rules, phrased in media-neutral terms. Either way, the statutory
rules on copyright contracting should be imperative, and preferably immune to choices of
(foreign) law.

Rules to be considered might include:
- an ‘automatic’ termination of transfer or grant of rights in case of non-use within a given
period of, say, three years;
- a ‘bestseller’ provision, requiring contract renegotiating if the work becomes an unexpected
success;
- a purpose-of-transfer rule; and possibly
- a prohibition on the transfer or grant of rights in respect of uses unknown at the time of
contracting.

So far, the international copyright conventions do not provide for any such author-protective
measures. Obviously, in view of the globalization of the information and entertainment
industries, there is much to be said for international solutions. An internationally harmonized
regime of copyright contract law would benefit both authors and producers. It would prevent
choice of law clauses from undermining author-protective provisions, and create a ‘level
playing field’ for producers all over the world.

The central theme of this conference is the belief that abolishing copyright would enhance the
free flow of information. This author does not share this belief. In contrast, this author
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believes that copyright’s structural function, as the “engine of free expression”, has in the past
been effective in fostering a plurality of voices in the media – a rich and diversified
information ‘ecology’ if you will. Whether copyright can maintain this function in the years
to come, and thereby justify its prolonged existence for future generations, will depend
largely on the proper allocation of rights between authors and producers.
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